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Experience with Hepatitis B Viral load
Testing in Jharkhand
Abstract
Background: Quantification of the viral burden is an important laboratory tool in the management of
hepatitis B virus (HBV)-infected patients. However, widespread use of assays is still hampered by the high
cost. Treatment reduces viral load to undetectable levels. HBV infected patients tend to have high HBV
DNA levels, and severe liver disease.
Objectives: This study was carried out to determine the pattern of HBV viral load levels of patients
in Jharkhand.
Method: Variables included socio demographics like age, sex, occupation, history of vaccination,
surgery, IVDU.etc. The COBAS Amplicor automated Analyzer (PCR based) was used to assay the virus
quantitatively.
Results: 366 number of patients were tested from 2013 to 2015. HBV viral titre ranged between. <6
IU/ml to>1.1 × 108.
Conclusion: There was a high occurrence of viral titre as well as suspected core mutants in
the population studied. Viral load is a risk factor for cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma. A policy
earmarked to combat this virus in Jharkhand is hereby solicited.

Introduction
It was estimated that 350 million individuals with chronic
HBV infection had 15%-25% risk or chances of dying due
to HBV-related advanced liver diseases, which includes
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and decompensated cirrhosis
[1]. HCC is the fifth most common global health problem,
and the third leading cause of cancer-related death [2].
Regions where HBV is hyperendemic like those in East Asia
and sub-Saharan most of the carriers of chronic hepatitis B
virus develop HCC [3]. Each year more than 500000 new HCC
cases with an age-adjusted incidence of 5.5-14.9 per 100000
populations worldwide are diagnosed [2]. It has been reported
that chronic viral infection HBV (50%-55%) and HCV; (25%30%) is the cause of 75%-80% of global HCC patients. [4].
Patients with chronic HBV infection have risk of greater than
100-fold of developing HCC as compared with non-carriers
[5]. Due to HBV infection high related morbidity and mortality
the global disease burden is important .Persistent suppression
of HBV DNA is very important to prevent the development of

HCC in cirrhosis patients [6]. The success rate is 50-70% in
reducing viral load to undetectable levels when treated with
the interferon group. The progression of chronic hepatitis B
to HCC is a multistage process. The nonviral risk factors may
include aflatoxin exposure, alcohol drinking, age and host
susceptibility factors [7-9]. In order to study the dynamics
of HBV infection markers and their impact on disease
progression risk a long-term follow-up study with repeated
measurements of key risk factors would be the best way [10].
The natural course of chronic HBV infection is highly variable
from patient to patient depending on time lag of infection and
age of the infected patient. Early life or perinatal infection is
characterized by a period of “immune tolerance” where the
host coexists with the virus without apparent injury to the
host. The serum HBV DNA levels are persistently high during
this period. The patients can then progress through an immune
active phase or immune clearance phase followed by immune
tolerance phase where hepatitis becomes active, the host
immune system tries to clear infected hepatocytes. During
this phase there is hepatic inflammation, serum alanine
aminotransferase (ALT) elevations, and good level reduction of
the circulating HBV DNA levels. The immune clearance phase
is highly variable in duration and frequency, but a prolonged
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phase or recurrent episodes of acute liver inflammation may
result in repeated cycles of injury and regeneration resulting
in necroinflammation/fibrosis and an increased risk of
progression to cirrhosis and HCC [11].
The recent studies indicate that HBV-DNA levels strongly
predict development of HBV-related cirrhosis and HCC in Asian
cohorts [12–14]. There is limited information on HBV-DNA
detection and quantification in developing Asian countries
because it is still a costly enterprise which keeps the test out of
reach of the average economic status citizen. However, the HBV
DNA test, essential for hepatitis B management, introduced in
(Rajendra Institute of Medical Sciences) RIMS Ranchi had made
the test reach to every class of people due to low cost of testing
and free testing under government provision. The purpose of
this study was to obtain the pattern of HBV viral load levels of
people in different age, sex and predicting the patient with the
risk of cirrhosis and HCC in patients infected with HBV.

Materials and Methods
Study area
The study was carried out at Virus Research Diagnostic
Laboratory, Department Of Microbiology, Rajendra Institute
of Medical Sciences, Ranchi, Jharkhand from 2013-2015.
Jharkhand, a state in eastern India .Most of the patients
attending the hospital came from the city and surrounding
districts.

Study population
Subjects included patients attending inpatient and
outpatient facility at Rajendra Institute of Medical Sciences,
Ranchi; Jharkhand for whom HBsAg detection was sought
as diagnostic and screening purpose for a period of two year
(2013-2015).A total of 366 patients diagnosed positive for
HBsAg came for viral load estimation. All patients belong to
the lower and middle class socio economic status.

Ethical issues

Diagnostic criteria
The diagnostic parameters were clearly outlined as per the
standard procedures and WHO guidelines. Care was taken to
avoid any bias opinion or definition as per the literature. The
details of the definition followed are as follows.

Acute hepatitis
Acute Hepatitis is typically diagnosed by the presence
of HBc (hepatitis B core) IgM. Patients have subclinical or
anicteric hepatitis. It is characterised by nonspecific symptoms
of malaise, poor appetite, nausea and pain in the abdomen right
upper quadrant. During the icteric phase, fatigue and anorexia
usually worsen. Jaundice can last from few days to several
months, but usually 2–3 weeks. Itching in body and pale colored
stools may occur. The convalescent phase begins with the
resolution of jaundice. The physical signs may include variable
degrees of jaundice, mild and slightly tender hepatomegaly
and mild enlargement of spleen and lymph nodes. Few cases
are of fulminant hepatitis. The typical presentation of severe
reactivation (HBc IgM positive) is a short onset of jaundice and
very high ALT (alanine transferase) level, sometimes preceded
by prodromal constitutional symptoms, in a patient with
chronic hepatitis B. If signs of chronic liver disease are present,
the diagnosis could be easy of reactivation. ALT level deranged
from the normal range.

Chronic hepatitis
The infection if extends more than six months is called
chronic infection and is diagnosed by negative HBc IgM and
positive HBc Total antibody (Ab). Three phases are identified:
an immune tolerant phase with high HBV DNA and normal
alanine aminotransferase (ALT) levels associated with minimal
liver disease; an immune active phase with high HBV DNA and
elevated ALT levels with active liver inflammation; and an
inactive phase with HBV DNA levels < 2000 IU/mL and normal
ALT levels with minimal inflammation and fibrosis on liver
biopsy. Affected persons can move progressively from one
phase to the next and may revert backward.

The Institute Ethics Committee had granted permission for
carrying out this research work.

Exclusion criteria

Data collection

The progression of chronic hepatitis B to HCC due to nonviral
risk factors includes aflatoxin exposure, alcohol drinking, and
host susceptibility factors. [8,9]. Such factors exposed patients
were excluded from the study .Only naive detected cases were
included in the study which were not treated for HBV infection
or were recently diagnosed.

A questionnaire was framed to obtain demographic details
of all patients who tested positive for HBsAg which include
hospital administration number, age, sex ,district, occupation,
history of jaundice ,family history of Hepatitis B positivity,
alcohol drinking habit, Intra venous drug abuse etc

Sample collection and processing
Venous blood samples were collected aseptically.
Approximately 5 ml whole blood was collected from each patient
in a labelled sterile plain vacutainer using a disposable sterile
needle and syringe. Blood was allowed to clot for 30 minutes
followed by centrifugation at 10000 RCF for 15 minutes. Serum
was separated and aliquoted .Samples was stored at -80 °C for
long term storage.

Laboratory investigation
HBsAg positive patients were tested for Hepatitis B
surface antibody (HBs Ab) , HBc total Ab, Hepatitis B envelope
antigen (HBeAg),antibody {anti} HBeAg and HBcIgM, by
chemiluminescence ARCHITECT i1000SR instrument and
finally viral load was detected.

HBV DNA viral load assay
Samples were assayed for the quantity of hepatitis B virus
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by the HBV Cobas Taqman 48 Real time PCR machine. The
DNA was extracted by High Pure System Viral Nucleic Acid Kit
and the real time detection was done by COBAS® TaqMan®
HBV Test. The HBV viral load results are expressed in DNA
IU/ml value by the automated analyzer. Specimen results are
interpreted as follows, table 1 :

Asymptomatic

Symptomatic

HBe Antigen +ve

4(40%)

3(27.27%)

7(33.33%)

HBe Antigen -ve

6(60%)

8(72.72%)

14(66.66%)

10(31.25%)
(47.61%)

11(19.64%)
(52.38%)

21(5.73%)
(100%)

HBe Antigen +ve

71(22.9%)

18 (40%)

89(25.79%)

HBe Antigen -ve

229(73.87%)

27(60%)

256(74.20%)

Sub Total

300(96.77%)
(86.95%)

45(80.35%)
(13.04%)

345(94.26%)
(100%)

Grand Total

310(84.69%)

56(80.35%)

366(100)

Acute
Sub Total
Chronic

Table 1: Inteprertation of HBV Viral load result in cobas Taqman 48.
Titer Result

Table 3: Distribution of patients as acute, chronic and HbeAg+ve, HBeAg –ve
among symptomatic and asymptomatic case.

Interpretation

Ct value for HBV above the limit for the assay or no Ct value
Target Not Detected
for HBV obtained. Report results as "HBV DNA not detected".
< 6.00E+00 IU/mL

Calculated IU/mL is below the Limit of Detection of the
assay. Report results as "HBV DNA detected, less than 6
HBV DNA IU/mL".

≥ 6.00E+00 IU/mL
and
< 2.90E+01 IU/mL

Calculated IU/mL results are below the Lower Limit of the
Linear Range of the test. These results have a high degree
of variability and therefore cannot be considered to be
accurate. These results should be interpreted with caution.

≥2.90E+01 IU/mL
and
≤1.10E+08 IU/mL

Calculated results greater than or equal to 29 IU/mL and
less than or equal to 1.10E+08 IU/mL are within the Linear
Range of the assay.

> 1.10E+08 IU/mL

Calculated IU/mL are above the range of the assay. Report
results as “greater than 1.10E+08 HBV DNA IU/mL”. If
quantitative results are desired, the original specimen
should be diluted with HBV-negative human plasma or
serum depending upon the matrix of the original specimen,
and the test repeated. Multiply the reported result by the
dilution factor.

Total

Table 4: Distribution of patients among different viral load range of chronic and
acute HBeAg positive and chronic HBeAg negative.
Viral load
Range

Chronic
HBeAg
positive

TND

0

17

<6

0

20

Chronic HBeAg
negative

62.50%

6-1999

6

123

2000-19999

12

65

20000999999

17

18

≥ 10

54

13

Total

89
(25.79%)

256
(74.20%)

7

Acute
Acute
HBeAg HBeAg
positive negative
<2000 IU/ml
Not at risk of
liver related
complications
48.12%

≥ 2000 IU/
Suspected ml at risk of
core
liver related
mutant complications
37.50%
51.88%

0

1

0

0

0

7

0

2

1

4

6

0

7

14

Results
(Tables 2-8, and figure 1)

Discussion
The natural road map of hepatitis B virus infection and its
outcome is determined by the degree of virus replication and
host immune response both. Infection with HBV is limited in
developed countries but it is still a serious public health issue
in developing countries like India [15]. In our study we had
examined the viral load pattern of the patients attending the
tertiary care centre, Rajendra Institute of Medical Sciences,
Ranchi (RIMS), Jharkhand. Samples were received from
different districts of the state. In this study also, more males
Table 2: Distribution of patients attending the tertiary care centre for viral load
determination in sex and age group.
Age group

Male (%)

Female (%)

Total (%)

0-10

2.82

1.69

2.45

11-20

8.87

12.71

10.10

21-30

39.51

50

42.89

31-40

23.79

15.25

21.03

41-50

10.08

11.01

10.38

51-60

10.88

3.38

8.46

61-70

2.82

5.08

3.55

71-80

0.80

0.84

0.81

81-90

0.40

0

0.27

Total

67.75

32.24

100

Figure 1: Distribution HBeAg positive and Anti HBe negative patient among
different age group.

Table 5: Representation of symptomatic cases of HBV infection.
Category

HBe Ag
status

HBeAg +ve
Symptomatic
cases(icteric phase)
with raised ALT

Acute Chronic

USG finding
(Normal Study)

1

10

USG finding
(CLD with gross
ascitis)

2

8

USG finding
(Normal Study)
HBeAg -ve

Total (56)

USG Findings

USG finding
(CLD with gross
ascitis)

14

8

13

11

45

Acute Chronic
Total Total
11

10

14

21
25

31
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Table 6: Prevalence of HBV-HIV infection among different age group.

72.72% (8) symptomatic acute cases were HBeAg negative and
27.27% (3) were HBeAg positive. [Table 3]. The difference of
HBeAg positivity between the 0-20 yrs and >20 years had been
found significant.(df=1 2=61.8 p=0.0001) [Figure 1].

Age Group (years)

Male

Female

Total

0–10

1

0

1 (3.44%)

11–20

1

0

1 (3.44%)

21–30

4

1

5 (17.24%)

31–40

11

2

13 (44.82%)

41–50

3

0

3 (10.34%)

51–60

5

0

5 (17.24%)

61–70

1

0

1 (3.44%)

71–80

0

0

0

81–90

0

0

0

Total

26

3

29

%

89.65%

10.34%

100%

Table 7: Frequency of number of patients in different viral load range among HBeAg
positive and HBeAg negative patients of co-infected patient.
Range of viral load

Chronic HBeAg
positive

Chronic HBeAg negative

Total

TND

0

0

0

<6

0

0

0

6-1999

0

1 (10%)

1 (3.57%)

2000-19999

0

1 (10%)

1 (3.57%)

20000-999999

7 (38.88%)

5 (50%)

12 (42.85%)

>107

11 (61.11%)

3 (30%)

14 (50%)

Total

18 (64.28%)

10 (35.71%)

28 (100%)

Table 8: Classification of patients with different serological markers in co-infected
cases of HIV-HBV.
Category

Asymptomatic

Symptomatic

Chronic

Chronic

Total

HBeAg/Anti HBe+ve/-ve

18

0

18

HBeAg/Anti HBe-ve/+ve

10

0

10

HBeAg/Anti HBe-ve/-ve

0

1

1

Total

28

1

29

requested for the test compared to females. The observation
is same as observed in previous studies [16,3]. The patients
included 32.24% (118) numbers of females and 67.75 % (248)
numbers of males thus the number of male participant was
higher. The distribution of HBsAg positivity among the patients
shows increasing trend from the lower age group 0-10 to 21-30
and then a decreasing trend from 31-40 to 81-90 age group.
The HBsAg positivity frequency in different age groups shows
that lower and higher age groups are less exposed to risk factors
as compared to the intermediate age groups. Thus we conclude
that positivity is directly proportional to the exposure. The
highest positivity is found between age group 21-30 (42.89%)
which is the most sexually active age group. The result is the
same as concluded in the previous study (Table 2) (16). Total
366 patients were tested for HBV DNA quantification in which
5.73% (21) cases were of acute and 94.26% (345) cases were
chronic. Of all 15.30% (56) symptomatic and 84.69% (310)
were asymptomatic cases. In the symptomatic cases 19.64%
(11) were acute while 80.35% (45) were chronic cases. The

HBeAg and HBV-DNA detection: Role in risk of cirrhosis
and HCC
In HBeAg positive cases the number of patients increases
gradually from lowest to highest range of viral load .The
maximum number (73) of patients were found in the range 107
IU/ml. None of the patients were found in the range TND and
<6. The higher HBeAg positive rate is usually associated with
an increased risk of HCC since HBeAg positive is an indicator
of active replication of HBV [17]. In contrast in HBeAg negative
cases we could see the maximum number of patients (136) lies
6-1999 IU/ml viral load range, 18 patients had DNA /target
not detected and 20 patients in <6 IU/ml (Table 4) range
which clearly indicates that HBeAg negatives cases basically
depicts no active replication but there is unique thing though
the replication is not active but still chronic HBeAg negative
cases are found in higher range viral load too which will be
discussed further. HBeAg is an alternative protein coded by four
overlapping open reading frames of HBV genome designated
as core region sequence and translation starts from precore
gene containing a leader sequence which directs the HBeAg to
the secretory pathway. HBeAg positivity is the sign of active
HBV replication thus the presence of HBeAg was often used as
a criterion for treatment before the introduction of HBV DNA
examination. HBeAg has an immunomodulatory role [18].A
significant difference between the chronic HBeAg positive/
negative and symptomatic/ asymptomatic case (2=5.45, df=1,
p=0.019). (Table 3) Thus in chronic cases the HBeAg positivity
and HBeAg negativity affects the chance of the patient to be
symptomatic and asymptomatic. In predicting the effect of
HBeAg positivity on risk of HCC remains debatable. Multiple
episodes of seroreversion from HBeAg-negative to HBeAgpositive was seen to increase the risk significantly for
hepatocellular carcinoma in the study of Alaskan natives [19].
These studies suggest during the immune clearance phase
high levels of circulating HBV DNA may be associated with the
different grades of liver injury, which in turn may lead to the
liver cirrhosis in these patients. Significantly higher HBeAg
prevalence was reported among HBsAg positive HCC patients
than that among matched HBsAg positive controls in other
studies [20-22]. Significant increased in HCC risk was reported
in a large prospective study conducted in Taiwan, in HBeAg
positive patients [23]. Thus results from several prospective
studies indicated that HBeAg was most likely a marker of active
HBV replication correlated with an increased HCC risk.

HBeAg negative and HBV-DNA detection: Role in risk of
cirrhosis and HCC
CHB can be broadly divided into two major forms—namely,
HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative. CHB HBeAg negative is also
referred to as anti-HBe-positive and precore mutant hepatitis.
Precore mutant hepatitis. HBeAg-negative CHB patients are
naturally occurring mutant form of HBV that does not produce
HBeAg due to mutation in the precore or core promoter region
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of the HBV genome. The most frequent precore mutation is
change at nucleotide 1896 (G1896A), G-A resulting in loss of
HBeAg synthesis due to creation of stop codon due to nucleotide
change. The most common mutation is in core promoter which
involves of substitution of two-nucleotide at nucleotides 1762
and 1764 (24). Heterogeneous group HBeAg-negative carriers
generally have low viral DNA levels (<104 copies/ml or 2000IU/
ml), relatively normal levels of alanine aminotransferase (ALT)
and a fair prognosis. Mutation in HBV pre-core is thought to be
a mechanism of the virus to avoid the host immune response
considering HBeAg is the target antigen which causes failure
of immune response to destroy the virus. Many studies showed
that there are relative anti-viral resistance in patients with
pre-core mutation. [25-26]. The presence of pre-core mutation
is usually correlated to chronic and severe liver disease. After
meta analysis from 85 case control studies it was found that
pre-core HBV mutation possibly contributes to hepatocelular
carcinoma risk [27]. In some countries, pre-core mutation
were reported in fulminant hepatitis cases; however, some
reports in other countries showed that pre-core mutant was not
related to fulminant hepatitis [28-29]. However about 15–20%
of the carriers in Asia, the Middle East, Mediterranean basin
and southern Europe had raised ALT and high viral DNA (104
copies/ml). In CHB HBeAg-negative emerges during a typical
HBV infection with the wild-type HBV virus, and is selected
during the HBeAg seroconversion (immune clearance phase).
In a study done in Iran mutations in the precore region was
found in 46% of the patients, among which 82.6% were HBeAb
positive. Mean viral load in these patients with the precore
mutation was high, 26% had viral load above 105 copy/ml and
ALT was in the upper normal range. These studies suggest high
viral loads in patients with the precore mutation [30-32].

carriers in Taiwan followed up for a long period [36-37]. Several
studies have suggested an increased risk of HCC with high HBV
DNA level > 106 copies/ml, 104-107 copies/ml or > 105 copies/
ml [38]. In a study conducted in China the reports suggested
that the patients with HBV DNA level higher than 104 IU/ ml
had more risk to be diagnosed as HCC, which was similar to
the previous prospective reports [37-41]. In one more study
conducted in Gambia, West Africa it was found that high HBVDNA levels are strongly associated with the serious squeal of
HBV infection. As most studies suggest risk for cirrhosis and
for HCC notably increases at HBV-DNA levels ≥10,000 copies/
ml, low-level viremia were also linked with significant risk for
HCC [42-44]. The commonly used quantitative units of HBV
DNA level are IU/ml and copies/ml. In the current WHO HBV
standard and consensus, one IU is approximately equivalent
to five genome equivalents (copies). Chen and colleagues
reported risk for cirrhosis and HCC outcomes achieving
statistical significance at ≥10 000 copies/mL [23,45]. The viral
load of 2000 IU/ml is approximately equal to 104 copies/ ml
[46]. A hospital-based cohort study in Honkong including 1006
patients with a follow-up period of more than 7years showed
similar results as the previous mentioned studies that serum
HBV DNA levels are significantly associated with subsequent
development of HCC in a dose-response relationship [47]. Risk
of liver complications begins to increase significantly at the
level of ≥104 copies/ml, adjusted hazard ratio (95% CI) for HCC
risk was 2.3 (1.1–4.9) [48], and for cirrhosis this was 2.5 (1.6–
3.8) was suggested from the data of R.E.V.E.A.L.-HBV study.
Since HBV viral load is an independent predictor of risk of
HCC, this points suggest the importance of continuous clinical
monitoring and antiviral treatment for patients with high HBV
viral load ≥10, 000 copies/ml or ≥2000IU/ml [49].

In table 4 HBeAg negative patients formed major (73.77%)
part of the total population undergone viral load testing. The
chronic HBeAg negative population with viral load ≥2000 IU/
ml formed 37.5% of the population thus predicted to be core
mutant. The patients with viral load ≥ 104 copies/ml or ≥ 20000
IU/ml are predicted to be core mutant as they show higher
DNA concentration which is the sign of core mutation. After
statistical analysis a significant difference was obtained in the
frequency of the patients in HBeAg positive and HBeAg negative
group in the viral load range of 0-1999 IU/ml and ≥ 2000 IU/
ml. (df=1, 2=88.96 p=0.000).This indicates despite replication
predicted in HBeAg negative core mutants they do not have that
rate of replication activity as that in HBeAg positive groups.
The arrow direction in table 4 depicts the increasing order of
frequency of patients for both chronic groups

In the table 4 we could see in all the chronic cases there
are 51.88 % (192) patient with viral load ≥ 2000 IU/ml who
attended for viral load determination to the centre irrespective
of HBeAg status. Thus these patients at the risk of cirrhosis
and HCC while 47.56% (174) are not at the risk for the same.
Thus more than half the affected population are at the risk of
cirrhosis thus it is recommended that the patients should be
encouraged to go for the viral load determination as we could
see the patients involved in the study is less as compared to
diagnosed [16], so that the untested population could get the
treatment at the right time. Probably the patient coming to
centre for the viral load testing is less due to high cost of the
test thus the government should take initiatives to provide free
or cheap testing to the population of Jharkhand

HBV-DNA levels and risk of HCC and cirrhosis
According to a Taiwanese study the risk of HCC is closely
associated with HBV [33]. This association was found to be
independent of other risk factors, and there is dose-response
relationship. It was also found that HBV DNA levels were
elevated in patients at highest risk of liver cancer constantly.
[34]. In a study high risk of hepatocellular carcinoma was
observed among the population because of the high viral load.
[35]. Increased risk for cirrhosis and for HCC with increasing
level of HBV DNA was found in a large number chronic HBsAg

HBV DNA in acute HBV infection
In acute HBeAg positive cases (Table 5) cases were
reported with USG findings of chronic liver disease with gross
ascitis. These two cases seem to be the case of reactivation
of chronic HBV infection. They were reported with jaundice
as well USG finding of CLD with gross ascitis, splenomegaly
and hepatomegaly. Upon exposure to hepatitis B virus (HBV),
individuals develop acute self-limited hepatitis with a vigorous
and broad immune response. However, acute HBV is rarely
detected. It requires a high index of suspicion in the case of
reactivation of HBV most often presents as acute viral hepatitis
013
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B (AVH-B) and clinically, it is difficult to differentiate AVH-B

of HIV-infected individuals, 50% of deaths happened due to

from reactivation of chronic hepatitis B (CHB). HBV related liver

end-stage liver disease when compared with deaths in 1991 and

disease should be investigated by liver biopsy, endoscopy and/

1996 which was less than 14% [54]. A large cohort study showed

or imaging when patient has high HBV DNA (>2 ×10 IU/ml)

that death due to liver-related complications in HBV-HIV co-

level. The severity of acute infection and the stage of underlying

infected was 14.2 per 1000 person-years, HBV monoinfection

chronic liver disease decide the degree of liver failure. Common

was less than 14% of and 1.7 per 1000 person-years for HIV

causes of reactivation are mutations in the HBV genome,

alone [55]. In liver-related death, with an adjusted relative risk

immunosuppressive therapy and viral or drug induced injury.

of 3.73 active HBV was an independent predictor. The effect of

Antiviral therapy is not required in the case AVH-B as in most

HBV on HIV disease progression is not clear. A hypothetical

of the cases such infections resolve spontaneously. However,

assumption was done that HBV enhance HIV transcription that

in patients with CHB reactivation the use of a potent oral

might enhance HIV replication leading to more rapid reduction

nucleoside (tide) analogue is necessary as soon as possible.

in CD4 cell counts in HBV-HIV co-infected patients but there is

4

In patients who develop liver failure secondary to severe

little evidence to describe this [56,57].

acute exacerbation are considered for liver transplantation.

Conclusion

If this is not feasible, supportive therapy with the addition of
granulocyte colony stimulating factor (GCSF) therapy could be

It was identified that the productive viral replication also

beneficial .Studies from China and Honkong reported chronic

commonly occurs in the absence of HBeAg, Our findings extend

hepatitis B patients who developed severe reactivation (50-

the utility of HBV-DNA measurements in patients with 10

51).Usually acute cases are not tested as they do not require

000 copies/mL of HBV DNA where an important decision in

treatment as in most of the cases it gets resolved. Few acute

the antiviral treatment is taken as at this threshold cirrhosis

cases were puts for viral load by mistake. Acute HBeAg negative

or HCC risk in HBV-infected persons is predicted .It was

cases were probably those cases which about to turn negative

concluded that high levels of circulating viral DNA trigger the

HBcIgM or chronic with rise in HbcIgG but due to very sensitive

immune responses that lead to liver injury in human beings.

system of detection chemilluminiscence the very low HbcIgM

Accumulation of liver injury over time then manifests as end-

was detected.

organ damage. Thus one time point measurement of HBV DNA

HBV DNA in HBV-HIV co infected cases

rather serial examination of viral load in case of chronic

In the current study the HIV-HBV coinfected cases viral
load was also observed..The maximum prevalence was found
among 31-40 years. The highest frequency of HIV HBV coinfected patients is different from the pattern obtained
previously in HBsAg positivity study (21-30 years) (Table 6).
In the table 7 it is observed that maximum number of patients

may not be insufficient to realize the grade of liver damage
infection. This helps differentiate immune-tolerant individuals
with quiescent disease from subjects with more active immune
responses and persistent liver injury. The goals of HBV therapy
are to stop or reverse progression of liver related complications
by suppressing HBV replication.
We also conclude that clinical studies are required to

are found in higher viral load group both in HBeAg positive and

obtain the threshold HBV DNA level for the initiation of anti-

HBeAg negative group. The viral load range group ≥2000 IU/ml

HBV treatment in HIV-HBV co-infected patients. It is also

in HBeAg negative are active HBeAg groups which are actively

required to know how to optimize anti-HBV therapy in HIV-

replicating but appears HBeAg negative due to basal and core

HBV co-infected persons, like combinations of drugs. Finally,

mutation. Presence of HBeAg positive cases in HIV-HBV co-

different patterns of drugs resistance that had emerged in this

infected patient was significant (p=0.001 df=1 2=18.320). The

population and how to minimize the antiviral drug resistance

risk of developing chronic HBV increases in the presence of HIV

from long-term anti-HBV therapy.

prior to HBV infection. [52], In our study we find the all coinfected patients were chronic. In table 7 we find most of the
cases [18 (62.06%)] are HBeAg positive and 10 (35.71%) HBeAg
negative. All were asymptomatic diagnosed during screening
only 1 (3.44%) was chronic symptomatic Anti HBe/ HBeAg
-ve/-ve (Table 8). Higher prevalence of HBeAg-positive disease
in HBV-HIV co-infected cases are found since the coinfection
reduces the rate of spontaneous HBeAg seroconversion [53].
It is observed that maximum number of patients are found
in higher viral load group both in HBeAg positive and HBeAg
negative group leading to liver damage more rapidly [53]. Such
coinfected patients have a poor response to interferon therapy
and increased risk of liver-related complications and death. A
major reduction in the incidence of opportunistic infections due
to introduction of HAART in 1996 which led to the emergence of
liver disease as one of the emerging causes of death in patients
with HIV. In a retrospective review in 1998 – 1999 in a cohort
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